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GG 101 Exam #2
Average = 73.7%, Standard Deviation = 12.6%
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Final Grade & Field Trips!Final Grade & Field Trips!

75% of your final grade will be based on the two best 75% of your final grade will be based on the two best 
Exam scores Exam scores andand
The remaining 25% of your final grade will be based on The remaining 25% of your final grade will be based on 
the 21 (out of 24) Chapter Test homework grades the 21 (out of 24) Chapter Test homework grades 
Up to 10% extra credit is available if you Up to 10% extra credit is available if you actively actively 
participateparticipate on a field tripon a field trip

November 13 November 13 –– WaiWai’’anaeanae (Pacific Aggregate Quarry)(Pacific Aggregate Quarry)
Five open slotsFive open slots

December 4 December 4 –– North ShoreNorth Shore

OilOil
Exxon ValdezExxon Valdez, Alaska, Alaska

March 1989March 1989
Second worstSecond worst oil spill in U.S. historyoil spill in U.S. history
Ran agroundRan aground
>250,000 barrels of oil spilled >250,000 barrels of oil spilled 
Area was one of most pristine and Area was one of most pristine and 
ecologically rich in worldecologically rich in world
ShortShort--term impacts:term impacts:

Many seabirds and mammals were Many seabirds and mammals were 
killedkilled
Fishing and tourism disruptedFishing and tourism disrupted

LongLong--term impacts: ???term impacts: ???

Environmental Hazard
Symbol

Image: NOAA Office of Response & Restoration

High line of oil at Herring Bay

Image: Survivors of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill

1999
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Deepwater HorizonDeepwater Horizon

Well sealed on 15Well sealed on 15thth of July after ~84 daysof July after ~84 days
4,400,000 (4,400,000 (±± 20%) barrels of oil released20%) barrels of oil released

~800,000 barrels additional collected on sea floor~800,000 barrels additional collected on sea floor

Exceeds the Exceeds the Exxon ValdezExxon Valdez oil spill by several oil spill by several 
orders of magnitudeorders of magnitude
Good News? Good News? –– Responders intercepted 25% of Responders intercepted 25% of 
the released oilthe released oil
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NOAA report, several papersNOAA report, several papers

Political spin and media hype transformed the 
scientists’ message even before it was released
According to one CNN reporter, the interagency 
report led by Department of the Interior and 
NOAA said that of the 4.9 million barrels of oil 
spilled, “75% has been cleaned up by Man or 
Mother Nature”
Nothing in the report supports that interpretation!

25% more25% more--oror--less accountedless accounted
What of the 75%?What of the 75%?
One interpretation, “raising 
the flag and declaring victory 
is premature,” (Samantha 
Joye, University of Georgia)
Another finds that three-
quarters of the oil is gone 
from the gulf or is dispersed 
in the water in its most easily 
degraded form

The remaining oil “is degrading 
quickly right now,” (Edward 
Overton, LSU)

How did the 75% of the spill 
that remained enter the 
environment?

Oily scum on the surface?
More readily degraded 
microscopic droplets at depth?
Vapors into the atmosphere?
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Adding up uncertaintiesAdding up uncertainties

“Residual oil”
What could not be measured or estimated but is left to float 
as tarballs or be washed ashore

Range from 13% to 39% by a simple accounting from 
charts in NOAA report
Fraction in subsurface plumes

What is your image of the subsurface plumes of oil?
Oil concentration within 10 km of well 1-2 ppm, >10 km away oil 
levels ppb (40 ppm considered a spill)

BP also sprayed 1.1 million gallons of chemical 
dispersants

Chemical Dispersants?Chemical Dispersants?

Usually used in small quantities on the surface of the 
ocean to break up slicks
Dispersants – fairly nasty chemical detergents

Break up globs of oil into microscopic droplets that are more 
readily devoured by microbes

Every drop of oil at surface is a potential threat to 
coastal ecosystems, fish and marine mammals
Risk to undersea life like eggs, larvae, fish, coral and 
other bottom dwellers is unknown
Would giving microbes a feast starve the water of Would giving microbes a feast starve the water of 
oxygen and create dead zones?oxygen and create dead zones?
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Would we expect this behavior in Prince William Sound, Alaska?Would we expect this behavior in Prince William Sound, Alaska?
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Heavy MetalsHeavy Metals

Lead, mercury, zinc, and cadmiumLead, mercury, zinc, and cadmium
Metals can dissolve and become incorporated into Metals can dissolve and become incorporated into 
plants, crops, and thus animals and humansplants, crops, and thus animals and humans

Sources: some natural, others burning fossil Sources: some natural, others burning fossil 
fuels, incinerating waste, processing metalsfuels, incinerating waste, processing metals
Human activity has increased mercury levels in Human activity has increased mercury levels in 
the atmosphere 2the atmosphere 2--3x and 1.5% per year3x and 1.5% per year

Particles in the atmosphere get rained out and soak Particles in the atmosphere get rained out and soak 
into soilinto soil

Hg accumulation rate measured in peat 
bogs in Greenland
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Heavy MetalsHeavy Metals

What characteristic of the soWhat characteristic of the so--called heavy metals called heavy metals 
causes them to be especially hazardous to causes them to be especially hazardous to 
humans and other animals high in food webs? humans and other animals high in food webs? 
Heavy metals accumulate in the bodyHeavy metals accumulate in the body

They are not readily excretedThey are not readily excreted
Therefore, their concentrations tend to increase in Therefore, their concentrations tend to increase in 
higher trophic positions in food webshigher trophic positions in food webs

BioaccumulationBioaccumulation
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X. gladius  (66.7 kg)

L. guttatus  (40.9 kg)

T. obesus (39.3 kg)

K. pelamis  (7.61 kg)

T. albacares  (21.1 kg)

C. hippurus  (6.1 kg)
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Arsenic in U.S. Ground Water

Water ResourcesWater Resources
Sources of water that are useful or Sources of water that are useful or 

potentially useful to humans. potentially useful to humans. 
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Major Processes 
in the water cycle
-evaporation

-precipitation

-transpiration

-surface runoff

-subsurface groundwater 
flow

GroundwaterGroundwater
Nearly half the Nearly half the 
population of the population of the 
US uses US uses 
groundwater as a groundwater as a 
primary source of primary source of 
drinking waterdrinking water
Major source is Major source is 
infiltration of infiltration of 
precipitationprecipitation

Amount depends on - topography
- soil and rock type     
- amount of precipitation          
- vegetation                   
- land use
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Why is groundwater 
such a valuable 
resource?

1.Abundant  - 70 times  
more in the subsurface 
than in surface 
reservoirs

2.Because groundwater 
moves so slowly it is 
stored in the earth and 
remains available even 
in dry periods

3.In some regions 
groundwater flows from 
humid environments to 
dry ones, making water 
available.

An aquifer is a rock unit that stores a lot of 
water and allows that water to flow easily

In order for a rock to be a good aquifer, it 
must have a high porosity and permeability
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Soils and rocks are Soils and rocks are notnot completely solidcompletely solid

porosityporosity:  portion of volume of a material :  portion of volume of a material 
that consists of open spacesthat consists of open spaces

permeabilitypermeability:  measure of the speed at :  measure of the speed at 
which fluid can travel through a porous which fluid can travel through a porous 
mediummedium

Imagine two vertical pipes, one filled withImagine two vertical pipes, one filled with

gravel, one with sand.  Out of which onegravel, one with sand.  Out of which one

will the water flow faster? will the water flow faster? 

Frictional resistance associated with Frictional resistance associated with 
lowlow--permeability geologic material permeability geologic material 
can block or slow the flow of watercan block or slow the flow of water
Imagine steadily adding water to a Imagine steadily adding water to a 
potted plantpotted plant
If the soil in the pot is very fine If the soil in the pot is very fine 
grained, the water level in the soil will grained, the water level in the soil will 
remain higher as the water is draining remain higher as the water is draining 
through the soil than if the soil is through the soil than if the soil is 
coarse grainedcoarse grained
In both cases, the water will In both cases, the water will 
eventually drain out the holes at the eventually drain out the holes at the 
bottom of the pot at the same rate as bottom of the pot at the same rate as 
you are adding water at the topyou are adding water at the top
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Porous SandstonePorous Sandstone

Cemented SandstoneCemented Sandstone
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WellWell--sorted Sandstonesorted Sandstone

PoorlyPoorly--sorted Sandstonesorted Sandstone
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Groundwater Groundwater 
TableTable
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More groundwater termsMore groundwater terms
aquiferaquifer:  body of rock that is sufficiently :  body of rock that is sufficiently 

water permeable to yield economically water permeable to yield economically 
significant quantities to wells and springssignificant quantities to wells and springs

aquitardaquitard:  body of rock that retards but does :  body of rock that retards but does 
not prevent flow of water to or from an not prevent flow of water to or from an 
adjacent aquiferadjacent aquifer

aquicludeaquiclude:  body of relatively impermeable :  body of relatively impermeable 
rock that is capable of absorbing water rock that is capable of absorbing water 
slowly but does not transmit it rapidly slowly but does not transmit it rapidly 
enough to supply a well or springenough to supply a well or spring

Confined Aquifer – an aquifer that is bounded on top and bottom by an 
aquiclude.

Unconfined aquifer

Confined aquifer

Aquiclude

Water in confined aquifers are under pressure.  A well or a spring that is 
connected to a confined aquifer may cause an artesian well.  This is a well 
or a spring that flows without pumping.
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Wet PeriodWet Period

Dry PeriodDry Period
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If there is a small section of aquiclude within the unsaturated zone of an 
aquifer, some water may be trapped above it.  This trapped water is 
called a “perched water table”.

Vasey’s Paradise, Grand Canyon 
National Park, AZ

Water coming out of 
a perched reservoir.
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Confined AquiferConfined Aquifer

Dakota confined aquifer system
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Rates of groundwater movementRates of groundwater movement

Slow to very slow (depending on Slow to very slow (depending on 
permeability)permeability)
Generally within the range of 10 to Generally within the range of 10 to 
100 cm per day100 cm per day

DarcyDarcy’’s Laws Law

QQ = discharge (m= discharge (m33/sec)/sec)
A A = cross= cross--sectional area (msectional area (m22))
KK = coefficient of permeability (m/sec)= coefficient of permeability (m/sec)
hh11 = beginning height (m)= beginning height (m)
hh22 = ending height (m)= ending height (m)
ll = length of flow (m)= length of flow (m)

QQ == AKAK((hh11–– hh22))
ll
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DarcyDarcy’’s Law s Law 
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When a well is drawing out water from the water table, the region around the 
well becomes unsaturated.  This is called a cone of depression.

In Urban areas, we sometimes draw water from wells faster than it is 
being recharged by precipitation.  This causes some aquifers to dry up.

Near coastal areas, too much pumping can cause salt water to 
contaminate the aquifer and therefore the drinking water.  
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As water is drawn out of aquifers, the small pore spaces that were once 
filled with water sometimes cave in.  This causes the rocks to be more 
compressed, and the surface topography drops.  This is called subsidence.

Fissure caused by subsidence in Antelope Valley, California
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Groundwater can cause underground erosion to rocks!

Remember that water is naturally acidic due to carbonic acid

Carbon Dioxide + Water = Carbonic Acid

Water can cause underground erosion to soft rocks such as limestone, 
halite (salt), and gypsum.  Remember that halite and gypsum are 
sedimentary rocks called evaporites

Underground cavities are called caves.

When caves collapse, they can cause a depression at the surface called a 
sinkhole.
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Karst topography in Eastern Europe

Karst Topography in China
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In caves, as water (with lots of dissolved calcite in it) evaporates, it 
precipitates calcite forming stalactites and stalagmites.

Stalactite

Stalagmite

70% of fresh water used for agriculture70% of fresh water used for agriculture
20% used for industry20% used for industry
10% used for household purposes10% used for household purposes
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Shortages for 
household use a 
local effect

Move water to the 
people
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Water Use

In major urban areas
•Overwithdrawal of groundwater
•Overuse of local surface water
•Threats of local urban landfills to the water supply, 
e.g., Long Island, NY

•Water import issues and problems: What is distance 
to transport? How much water available? From
where? Conflicts with other areas, litigations, and 
long-range planning
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Colorado River CompactColorado River Compact

1922 agreement among 1922 agreement among 
seven seven U.S. statesU.S. states in the in the 
basinbasin of the of the Colorado Colorado 
RiverRiver

Governed Governed allocationallocation of of 
rightsrights to Colorado River to Colorado River 
wwaterater
Division of water between Division of water between 
Upper and Lower Basin Upper and Lower Basin 
StatesStates

12 m12 m33 ss--114%4%NevadaNevada
109 m109 m33 ss--1137%37%ArizonaArizona
172 m172 m33 ss--1158%58%CaliforniaCalifornia

Lower Basin: 293 mLower Basin: 293 m33 ss--11

2 m2 m33 ss--111%1%ArizonaArizona
33 m33 m33 ss--1111%11%New MexicoNew Mexico
41 m41 m33 ss--1114%14%WyomingWyoming
68 m68 m33 ss--1123%23%UtahUtah
152 m152 m33 ss--1152%52%ColoradoColorado

Upper Basin: 293 mUpper Basin: 293 m33 ss--11

Engineering technology and structure (canals): Engineering technology and structure (canals): 
Regulating irrigation and reducing evaporationRegulating irrigation and reducing evaporation

Better technologies in power plants and other Better technologies in power plants and other 
industries: Less use of water due to improved industries: Less use of water due to improved 
efficiencyefficiency

Increased water reuse and recyclingIncreased water reuse and recycling

Water ConservationWater Conservation
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Needs for water managementNeeds for water management
Increasing demand for water use (population and Increasing demand for water use (population and 
economic development)economic development)

Water supply problems in semiarid and arid regionsWater supply problems in semiarid and arid regions

Water supply problems in megacitiesWater supply problems in megacities

Water traded as a commodity: Capital, market, and Water traded as a commodity: Capital, market, and 
regulations?regulations?

Water ManagementWater Management

Aspects to be considered: Aspects to be considered: 
Natural environmental factors: Geologic, Natural environmental factors: Geologic, 
geographic, and climaticgeographic, and climatic

Human environmental factors: Economic, social, Human environmental factors: Economic, social, 
and politicaland political

StrategiesStrategies
More surface water use in wet years, more More surface water use in wet years, more 
groundwater use in dry yearsgroundwater use in dry years
Reuse and recycle water on regular basis as well as Reuse and recycle water on regular basis as well as 
in emergenciesin emergencies

Water ManagementWater Management
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Groundwater in HawaiiGroundwater in Hawaii

‘‘ĪĪaoao aquifer, Maui aquifer, Maui –– A freshwater lens stressed A freshwater lens stressed 
by rising demandby rising demand

Source of more than half of the domestic water Source of more than half of the domestic water 
supply for the island of Maui supply for the island of Maui 

‘‘ĪĪaoao AquiferAquifer
Formed by highly permeable layered volcanic rocks
Low-permeability coastal deposits (mix of eroded 
volcanic material, coral-reef debris, and marine 
sediments) block or slow the discharge of freshwater 
into the ocean

Results in the formation of a thick freshwater lens

Average annual rainfall in the area ranges from <30 to 
>350 inches

Recharge from this rainfall and fog drip has been estimated 
to be about 42 percent
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‘‘ĪĪaoao AquiferAquifer
Ground-water pumpage increased from <2 million 
gallons per day (Mgal/d) in 1950 to >20 Mgal/d in 
1995

In response water-table levels declined to half of their 
estimated predevelopment levels in parts of the aquifer
The decline in water-table levels has been mirrored by a 
shrinking of the freshwater lens and increasing salinity in 
several wells

The average pumpage during 2002 was ~17 Mgal/d
Water-table levels appeared to be stabilizing in response to 
decreased pumping
But the freshwater-saltwater transition zone was still moving 
upward
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‘‘ĪĪaoao Aquifer Aquifer –– Sustainable YieldSustainable Yield
Most current estimate is 20 Mgal/d

Probably far too high an estimate
Construction of a numerical model of ground-
water flow is required to provide a more precise 
analysis of aquifer sustainability

Also needed to determine the effect of changing 
land-use practices on the extent of ground-water 
recharge

Will Maui (and other parts of Hawaii) run out of 
freshwater?

Reverse OsmosisReverse Osmosis
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Go Deep!Go Deep!

NATURAL, ORGANIC, MERCURY FREENATURAL, ORGANIC, MERCURY FREE
0 ADDITIVES, 0 CALORIES, 0 CARBOHYDRATES, 0 FATS0 ADDITIVES, 0 CALORIES, 0 CARBOHYDRATES, 0 FATS

Contamination of ground water is a very important issue because it is 
difficult to clean an aquifer once it has been polluted.
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Contamination of a surface water Contamination of a surface water 
reservoir by polluted groundwaterreservoir by polluted groundwater

Contamination of a surface water Contamination of a surface water 
reservoir by polluted groundwaterreservoir by polluted groundwater
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Purification of contaminated Purification of contaminated 
groundwatergroundwater

Groundwater PollutionGroundwater Pollution

U.S. Geological Survey National WaterU.S. Geological Survey National Water--Quality Quality 
Assessment ProgramAssessment Program
Groundwater Pollution difficult to detectGroundwater Pollution difficult to detect
Groundwater has longGroundwater has long--term residencyterm residency
Difficult and expensive to clean aquifersDifficult and expensive to clean aquifers
Therefore:  careful management and protection Therefore:  careful management and protection 
of resources importantof resources important
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A special case: GroundwaterA special case: Groundwater

What forms of pollution can affect What forms of pollution can affect 
groundwater?groundwater?
All of them All of them exceptexcept thermal pollution!thermal pollution!
Renewal time of groundwater is importantRenewal time of groundwater is important

Rivers:  12Rivers:  12--20 days20 days
Soil Moisture: 280 daysSoil Moisture: 280 days
Groundwater: 300 yearsGroundwater: 300 years

Groundwater PollutionGroundwater Pollution
~50% of people in U.S. depend on groundwater sources ~50% of people in U.S. depend on groundwater sources 
for drinking waterfor drinking water
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Groundwater PollutionGroundwater Pollution
Once detected have to drill series of wells to Once detected have to drill series of wells to 
determine the length and width of the pollution determine the length and width of the pollution 
““plumeplume””

Map the water table height at the various well Map the water table height at the various well 
locations to determine which way the water is locations to determine which way the water is 
flowingflowing

Sample water from the plume to isolate Sample water from the plume to isolate 
contaminantscontaminants
Combine all information to determine sourceCombine all information to determine source

Groundwater doesnGroundwater doesn’’t stay in one placet stay in one place
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Groundwater Pollution Groundwater Pollution 

>70,000 chemicals are used; effects of many are not >70,000 chemicals are used; effects of many are not 
knownknown
Each year another 700Each year another 700--800 new chemicals are produced800 new chemicals are produced
55 million tons of hazardous chemical wastes are 55 million tons of hazardous chemical wastes are 
produced in the US each yearproduced in the US each year
The 20 most abundant compounds in groundwater at The 20 most abundant compounds in groundwater at 
industrial waste disposal sites include TCE, benzene, industrial waste disposal sites include TCE, benzene, 
vinyl chloridevinyl chloride……all are carcinogens, and also affect liver, all are carcinogens, and also affect liver, 
brain, and nervous systembrain, and nervous system

Groundwater Pollution TreatmentsGroundwater Pollution Treatments

Bioremediation is proving pretty effective in terms of cost Bioremediation is proving pretty effective in terms of cost 
and is very environmentally friendlyand is very environmentally friendly
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Groundwater in HawaiiGroundwater in Hawaii

The The LahainaLahaina District has several District has several 
public and private sources of public and private sources of 
domestic and agricultural water domestic and agricultural water 
supplysupply

Domestic water is supplied mainly Domestic water is supplied mainly 
from wells but includes some surface from wells but includes some surface 
waterwater
Agricultural water is mainly surface Agricultural water is mainly surface 
water that is occasionally augmented water that is occasionally augmented 
with ground water from wellswith ground water from wells

Municipal Wastewater DischargeMunicipal Wastewater Discharge

In In LahainaLahaina several million gallons per day of 
“reclaimed water” (treated and disinfected 
wastewater effluent) are injected into a volcanic 
rock aquifer
The main question is where and how the 
effluent discharges to the nearshore coastal 
environment
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Tracing WastewaterTracing Wastewater
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Tracing WastewaterTracing Wastewater

NutrientsNutrients
Nitrate, phosphate, ammoniumNitrate, phosphate, ammonium

PharmaceuticalsPharmaceuticals
Caffeine (stimulant), Caffeine (stimulant), carbamazepinecarbamazepine (anticonvulsant), (anticonvulsant), 
diphenhydraminediphenhydramine (antihistamine), (antihistamine), sulfamethoxazolesulfamethoxazole
(antibiotic)(antibiotic)

Waste indicator compoundsWaste indicator compounds
1,41,4--dichlorobenzene (deodorizer), musk oil, dichlorobenzene (deodorizer), musk oil, benzopenonebenzopenone
(fragrance used in mousse), DEET, plasticizers, fire (fragrance used in mousse), DEET, plasticizers, fire 
retardants, etc.retardants, etc.


